
MARKETING 101 for Community Acupuncture Clinics  

 
A survey was sent out to POCA clinics in September of 2020 to gather information on whether 
marketing was working for them and if so, what were they doing. 
 
51 clinics responded. 
 
Here is what they had to share: 
 

 
Have you used marketing to grow and/or retain your patient base? Did it work? 

 
 

 
 

Is your clinic based in an Urban, Suburban or Rural setting? 
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Which methods do you perceive to yield best results? 

 

 
 

❖ An intentional and useful website was of primary importance to most clinics.  
➢ Must be simple, clean, searchable. 
➢ Option to book online is necessary. 
➢ A good mobile platform with online booking also recommended. 
➢ Considering search engine optimization (SEO) strategies was recommended by 

a few, but hiring that out to a third party was not recommended. 
❖ Street signage, social media and email newsletters were tied as secondary strategies. 

➢ Most people really dislike using social media. 
➢ Some people solely use social media for announcements. 
➢ For some, social media is how they get the clinic name out there and known. 
➢ Google ads were recommended by more than a few. 

❖ Email newsletters were generally preferred over social media. 
➢ Email newsletters are viewed as a personal way to stay in touch with an existing 

patient base. 
➢ Some clinics send welcome letters, personal emails, etc. 
➢ Facebook accounts are mostly useful to improve searchability and to direct 

people to the actual website. 
➢ The Front Porch Forum was recommended by one clinic in a rural area. 

❖ Printed press and Groupon or the local equivalent were agreed to be least effective. 
➢ For some, Groupon was used only in the beginning to help build a patient base. 
➢ For others, Groupon and the like were only to be used in dire situations. 

❖ Discounts, promotions and free treatment days were interpreted very differently among 
clinics - some clinics found promotions very effective and others really did not. 
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➢ Many clinics spoke of building a patient base in the short run with promotions and 
free clinics, but said these strategies weren’t so effective in the long-run. 

➢ Some clinics felt the inconsistent income of 5tx for 65$ was destabilizing, given 
the initial windfall and then not much. Other clinics really liked the 5tx for 65$. 

➢ Some clinics tried occupational promos (eg. free txs for teachers month). There 
was not a lot of enthusiasm for its efficacy. 

➢ Bring a friend for free was a recommended promotion. 
➢ Word of mouth referral networks were above and beyond the best means to bring 

in patients over the long-run; once you build the base it can keep itself alive. 
 
Further comments by clinic owners on what methods they prefer and why. 
 
A novel approach to thinking about marketing: consider it boosting Clinic Qi. This translates into 
getting existing patients excited about the clinic via email newsletters, street signage, general 
clinic vibe, and maybe some social media so that they feel themselves to be part of something 
important and tell their friends and family! 
 
One-to-one connection was highly recommended (even as far as sending welcome letters, 
thank you cards, or personal calls to check in) and getting your name out there as much as 
possible, but only by means that one personally finds enjoyable. Keeping free treatment cards 
on your person at all times can be a nice way to offer a gift to someone you meet when out and 
about (pre-covid). 
 
 
Key takeaways:  
 

1) Think about short-run vs. long-run strategies.  
2) Word of mouth is the absolute best, but can take some time. 
3) Promotions, discounts and even Groupon can be useful in the beginning. 
4) Newsletters and social media help to bring the clinic into people’s awareness, personal 

connection and boosting clinic Qi help keep people involved. 
5) Consider search optimization strategies and what brings people to your website. 
6) Offer the option to book on both website and mobile app. 
7) Building community relationships and educating people on what we do and how we do it 

is really what matters. Any traditional marketing is really just so people can find the clinic 
and know that it exists. 
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What online tech do you use and how do you choose content? 
 
A lot of strong feelings around this. Many people use Facebook, but it is largely disliked. 
Instagram was generally more tolerable. Some use Twitter. Other less used platforms included: 
YouTube, Front Porch Forum, Canva design app for making posts, Google ads, Mailchimp, and 
Yelp. 
 

● Visual memes + hyperlink to book now! 
● Seasonal recipes 
● Acupuncture news and articles on what it treats or how it works 
● Shares and reposts from other CA clinics 
● Medical/acupuncture studies 
● Pictures of staff doing their thang 
● Updates on the work punks are doing 
● Neighborhood news 
● Political activism and social justice issues  
● Quirky and weird stuff 
● Uplifting memes/themes 
● Pictures of the clinic 
● Testimonials 
● Covid updates 

 
 
About how much time/money/blood/sweat/tears can one expect to put in? 
 
The vast majority of folks reported not much! About 79% spent 0-$50/mo and/or 84% dedicated 
0-5 hrs/mo - often to write a monthly newsletter, maintain website services, print free treatment 
cards or craft social media posts. The next largest percentage of folks (7%) spent between 
$50-100 and 5-10hrs per month. At the far end of the spectrum, 4.7% spent more than $300/mo 
and or 25 hrs/mo on marketing. Some clinic owners say to expect to put in more time during 
transitions, such as website revisions. 
 
When asked if clinics have successfully tried to market services to special 
interest groups in the hope of increasing patient numbers within that 
demographic, we received a variety of responses that basically fell into two 
camps. 
 
Those who said Yes, mentioned reaching out to one or more of the following groups: healthcare 
workers, teachers, veterans, spanish speakers, athletes, formerly incarcerated, families of 
incarcerated people, refugee groups, LGBTQ+, people with disability, people in recovery, social 
workers, immigrant rights organizers, and other social justice groups.  
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❖ There was strong interest and commitment to do so by many, but not much evidence of 
success as measured by increased patient numbers in the above demographics. 

❖ Some clinics have found success by reaching out to local nonprofits who represent these 
groups to build alliances. 

❖ Speaking at LGBTQ+ community events and other local special interest health events 
such as: Parkinson’s Awareness, Fertility, Lyme Disease, etc. 

❖ Advertising in Spanish language newsletters. 
❖ One clinic owner reached out to a local university and entered clinic on a list of 

transgender health resources. 
❖ Emailing clinic info to doctors and therapists as a trans-friendly healthcare resource. 
❖ One clinic owner says that Groupon has accessed some of these underserved groups 

best. 
 

 
Those who said No generally didn’t want to single out specific groups in their community.  

 
❖ Noting that: many people don’t like being typified by a special interest group. 
❖ Some clinics prefer to be vocal about social justice issues via other means and trust that 

word of mouth will reach the people it needs to. 
❖ Since a culture of inclusivity and individual connections matter so much, many clinics 

chose not to offer differentiated promotions. 
❖ Clinics report working with various groups, eg. vets, LGBTQ+, healthcare workers, but 

not specifically marketing to them. Word of mouth alone increases those demographics. 
 
 
Closing remarks: 
 
The big takeaway is that the most important marketing strategy seems to be simply doing the 
work in a streamlined way - having a solid user friendly website, caring for people when they 
come into the clinic so that they have a good experience, putting your clinic’s name in the sight 
of vision of those you can serve, and being a good neighbor so that word can spread organically 
about the clinic is most vital. There are ways in which this survey could be expanded on over 
time. A few examples include following up on growing niche markets and how such 
undertakings work, covid times vs post covid times, and how targeting specific groups of people 
(like free month for single mothers, veterans, protesters, bipoc, etc.) at different times affects 
clinic usage overall.  
 
There are so many different potential target groups and contexts for a clinic to serve depending 
on location and interest of the punks in charge, that it really does make for a very open market - 
there is room for everyone. This survey seems to support the vision of having a community of 
acupuncture clinics be as common as neighborhood family restaurants. We are glad to be in 
such good company. 
 
POCA Tech Cohort 5 


